
1. 

Innovative city

with unmatched

possibilities

2. 

Europe’s

leading hub 

for business 

& knowledge

3. 

Attractive city

& must-see

destination

4. 

Easily

accessible

city for

delegates



Young dynamic city with daring

architecture & room to experiment 

‘Can Do’ mentality: we look for

possibilities in impossibilities

We make it happen through

close cooperation within the city



Excellent venues & hotels 

to suit any group, sector, 

type, style or budget



Rotterdam’s many facets allow

for surprising combinations

Second tier city: competitive rates

without comprimising on quality



Home to leading clusters in Food

Medical, Maritime, Energy & more

Home to internationally renowned

knowledge & research institutions



Gateway to Europe: No 1. Port 

& international business hub

Vibrant & multicultural metropolis 

emcompassing 170+ nationalities



Culinary diversity: from Michelin 

star restaurants to world cuisine

Safe, organised & hospitable city

where everyone speaks English

Unique social venues & programs

for your congress or event



Increasingly popular as a travel & 

business destination

Appealing cultural city with

exciting attractions & top museums

Centrally located near other cities

& attractions in the Netherlands



Must-see travel

destination

according to

international media



Rotterdam was included in 

Lonely Planet’s Best in Travel 2016 list:

‘Futuristic architecture, inspired initiatives such 

as inner-city canal surfing, a proliferation of art, 

and a surge of drinking, dining and nightlife 

venues make Rotterdam one of Europe’s most 

exhilarating cities right now.’

‘Rotterdam: from dismal mega-port 

to ‘Dutch Brooklyn’. Unilever’s new 

HQ has shed its mundane image with 

jazzy architecture and a commitment 

to sustainability. Even Amsterdammers

are interested' 



Schengen area: no restrictions for

international travellers

40+ destinations via international

Rotterdam The Hague Airport 

300 destinations via international

Amsterdam Schiphol Airport 



2nd largest hub in the world 

& most user friendly airport 



Frequent international trains from

Belgium, Germany, France & UK



With top venues, hotels and 

attractions within walking distance

Rotterdam has a compact 

& easily accessible city centre




